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emotions. Such a treaty, referring to the Hague Arbitration
Tribunal all disputes between the two countries (except
those touching vital interests, honor, or independence), was
finally signed on October 14, 1903.87
Meanwhile, the death of Queen Victoria in 1901, and the
retirement of Lord Salisbury in 1902, opened the way for
two men who were more enthusiastic than their predecessors
for closer relations with France—Edward VII and Lord
Lansdowne.
The new King, Edward VII, had spent much of his time
as Prince of Wales in Paris or on the Riviera. He spoke
French with perfect ease, had formed many warm attach-
ments in France, and had a strong liking for the people as
a nation. In the spring of 1903, on his own initiative, he
paid to Paris his first formal visit as King, and was delighted
by his reception. Though it was not at first enthusiastic,
it was respectful, and soon decidedly sympathetic. In one
of those tactful speeches, in which he knew how to combine
flattering appreciation and hearty personal good-will,
thereby winning so many personal friends, he declared to the
French:
"It is scarcely necessary to tell you with what sincere
pleasure I find myself once more in Paris, to which, as you
know, I have paid very frequent visits with ever-increas-
ing pleasure, and for, which I feel an attachment fortified
by so many happy and ineffaceable memories. The days
of hostility between the two countries are, I am certain, hap-
pily at an end. I know of no two countries whose prosperity
is more interdependent. There may have been misunder-
standings and causes of dissension in the past, but that is all
happily over and forgotten. The friendship of the two coun-
tries is my constant preoccupation, and I count on you all
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